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ABSTRACT

This study examines the sensitivity of the global climate to land surface processes (LSP) using an atmospheric

general circulation model both uncoupled (with prescribed SSTs) and coupled to an oceanic general circulation

model. The emphasis is on the interactive soil moisture and vegetation biophysical processes, which have first-

order influence on the surface energy and water budgets. The sensitivity to those processes is represented by the

differences between model simulations, in which two land surface schemes are considered: 1) a simple land

scheme that specifies surface albedoand soilmoisture availability and 2) the Simplified SimpleBiosphereModel

(SSiB), which allows for consideration of interactive soil moisture and vegetation biophysical process. Obser-

vational datasets are also employed to assess the extent to which results are realistic.

Themean state sensitivity to different LSP is stronger in the coupledmode, especially in the tropical Pacific.

Furthermore, the seasonal cycle of SSTs in the equatorial Pacific, as well as the ENSO frequency, amplitude,

and locking to the seasonal cycle of SSTs, is significantly modified and more realistic with SSiB. This out-

standing sensitivity of the atmosphere–ocean system develops through changes in the intensity of equatorial

Pacific trades modified by convection over land. The results further demonstrate that the direct impact of

land–atmosphere interactions on the tropical climate is modified by feedbacks associated with perturbed

oceanic conditions (‘‘indirect effect’’ of LSP). The magnitude of such an indirect effect is strong enough to

suggest that comprehensive studies on the importance of LSP on the global climate have to be made in

a system that allows for atmosphere–ocean interactions.

1. Introduction

Future projections of global and regional precipitation

and clouds over land by climate models for different cli-

mate change scenarios in the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report

(AR4; Solomon et al. 2007) show large intermodel spread

both in sign and in magnitude. The different representa-

tion of land surface processes (LSP; involving bio-

geophysics and biogeochemistry) in these climate models,

and/or the associated sensitivity to changes in land surface

conditions, is one of the principal contributors to the

spread and uncertainty (e.g.,Henderson-Sellers et al. 2003;

Boone et al. 2004; Koster et al. 2004, 2006; Seneviratne

et al. 2006; Bader et al. 2008; Wei and Dirmeyer 2010;
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Wei et al. 2010; Xue et al. 2006, 2010). Land surface

processes affect the exchanges of momentum, radiation,

sensible and latent heat fluxes, and trace gases and

aerosols between land and the overlying atmosphere

through the planetary boundary layer (PBL). These

exchanges influence the large-scale flow, precipitation,

and cloudiness on both short- and long-term time scales.

The problem posed by the sensitivity of climate to land

surface processes, therefore, involves multiscale, non-

linear interactions between different physical processes.

A perusal of the scientific literature on the sensitivity

of climate to land surface processes portrays an ex-

tremely active field of research. For example, atmo-

spheric general circulation model (AGCM) simulations

with and without land–atmosphere interactions per-

formed by Delworth and Manabe (1988, 1989) demon-

strated that the interactive treatment of soil moisture

allows for larger variations in space and time of surface

energy fluxes, thereby increasing the variance of surface

air temperature. A series of AGCM ensemble simula-

tions coordinated by the Global Land–Atmosphere

Coupling Experiment (GLACE; Koster et al. 2004,

2006) identified continental regions of strong coupling

between soil moisture and precipitation during the bo-

real summer (June–August). The existence of such ‘‘hot

spots’’ suggests that the proper initialization of soil

moisture may improve the skill in prediction of regional

precipitation during the warm season. Xue et al. (2010)

examined the importance of vegetation biophysical pro-

cesses (VBP)—in addition to interactive soil moisture—

in simulations by theNational Centers forEnvironmental

Prediction (NCEP) and University of California, Los

Angeles (UCLA) AGCMs. The Xue et al. (2010) study

identified regions of strong climate–VBP interactions

over the global continents, especially in West Africa,

South Asia, East Asia, and South America. The seasons

of strongest impact were found to depend upon region. In

general, the larger impacts occur during the monsoon

seasons, when local precipitation can be as large as 40%

of the annual mean.

Recent studies report systematic comparisons ofAGCM

simulations performedwith several land surface schemes.

Wei et al. (2010) examined the impacts of doubled CO2

on the simulated surface warming using a single AGCM

coupled to three different land schemes. They found the

choice of land scheme to significantly affect the spatial

distribution and amplitude of the simulated warming

over land. Wei and Dirmeyer (2010) performed similar

experiments using two AGCMs coupled to three land

surface schemes. They found uncertainties in global pre-

cipitation variability, predictability, and land–atmosphere

coupling strength to depend primarily upon the AGCM,

with the land surface schemes providing a secondary

contribution. Projections of regional climate change

by an AGCM, therefore, can significantly depend on the

treatment of land surface processes.

A few AGCM studies have discussed the possible

impacts of land surface processes on the atmospheric

circulation over ocean. Using the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) AGCM

coupled to an equatorial Pacific-only ocean model,

Barnett et al. (1989) showed that a weak South Asian

monsoon is associated with a colder land surface over

Eurasia (where snow cover is heavier), as well as with

weaker surface wind stress and changed heat fluxes over

the tropical Pacific. Based on simulations by several

AGCMs, Meehl (1994) concluded that a weaker South

Asia monsoon is associated with decreased land–sea

contrasts as well as wetter and colder land surface con-

dition. The latter conditions result in weak easterly

trades over the Pacific.

All the studiesmentioned above prescribed sea surface

temperatures (SSTs) and therefore bypassed the ‘‘in-

direct effects’’ of land surface processes due to changes

in ocean–atmosphere interactions.Analyseswith coupled

ocean–atmosphere models of different complexity, how-

ever, have hinted to the importance of properly cap-

turing those indirect effects for the better simulation of

climate in regions of strong air–land interaction, such as

those in whichmajormonsoons develop (e.g.,Wang et al.

2005; Wu et al. 2006; Misra 2008). Fu and Wang (2003)

used an atmosphere–ocean (Pacific only)–land coupled

model of intermediate complexity to examine the im-

portant roles of air–sea coupling and adjacent conti-

nental monsoons on the annual mean and seasonal

cycle of the equatorial Pacific SST. They argued that

the more successful simulation of convection associ-

ated with the Asian–Australian monsoons results in

improved mean SST in the western Pacific through en-

hancements in the strength of the trades and in a more

correct semiannual cycle of surface wind speed and SST

in the equatorial western Pacific. These corresponding

effects, however, are small in the eastern Pacific SST. In

contrast, Fu and Wang (2003) argued that convection

associated with the South American monsoon does not

affect the mean SST but exerts a strong influence on the

annual variations of the southeast trades and SST in the

eastern Pacific.

The land-cover change is an important land surface

process and a few studies have considered the impact of

changing land surface conditions on the climate over the

oceans (e.g., Zeng et al. 1996; Zeng and Neelin 1999; Hu

et al. 2004; Swann et al. 2011). Zeng et al. (1996) in-

vestigated the impact of Amazon deforestation on the

tropical SST using an intermediate-complexity model.

Their results indicated that, in the Atlantic basin, the
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impact of deforestation-included warm SST anomalies

in the west and cold SST anomalies in the east resulted

in a decrease of the basinwide zonal SST gradient by

18C along the equator. Hu et al. (2004) used a coupled

ocean–atmosphere GCM (CGCM) to assess the sensi-

tivity of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) to soil

moisture. They compared a control simulation with

prognostic soil moisture and a sensitivity experiment

with specified deep soil moisture. In their experiment

of specified soil moisture, a net energy sink over land

causes a cooling of tropical land. The cooling is con-

nected to changes in the mean state of the coupled sys-

tem, including a shift in the land–sea partitioning of

precipitation toward the oceans, a more westerly wind

stress over the tropical Pacific, and a more El Niño–like

mean state of the tropical Pacific with a weaker west–

east temperature contrast. Meanwhile, the SST variance

decreases in the central and eastern tropical Pacific,

and ENSO becomes less energetic. They further exam-

ined their hypothesis for the change in ENSO variability

by performing simulations using an intermediate-

complexity coupled model. Overall, their results dem-

onstrated that changes in the mean state of the coupled

system can contribute to change ENSO variance.

The building evidence, therefore, calls for more

comprehensive investigation of the influence of land

surface processes on the mean, seasonal cycle, and in-

terannual variability of the coupled ocean–atmosphere

system. It seems imperative, therefore, to address the

impact of land surface processes on climate within a

fully coupled ocean–atmosphere framework. The pres-

ent paper narrows down on an important aspect of this

complex problem: the impact of biogeophysical (vege-

tation and soil moisture) processes on the sensitivity of

global climate mean state and its variability on inter-

annual time scales with a particular focus on the ocean–

atmosphere–land feedback processes. We conduct

numerical experiments using a CGCM in which the

atmospheric component offers a choice of different

land surface schemes. The scientific questions addressed

in this study are the extent to which 1) interactive soil

moisture and vegetation biophysical processes affect

the global-mean climate and climate variability when

ocean–atmosphere coupling is considered and 2) ocean–

atmosphere interactions modify the strength of local

land–atmosphere interactions (the indirect effect of land

surface processes).

The main body of the text is organized into five sec-

tions. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to the ob-

servational datasets, numerical models used, and land

surface schemes choices in the atmospheric model. Sec-

tion 3 demonstrates the sensitivity of global-mean climate

and climate variability to different land surface schemes

by comparing simulated results. Section 4 presents a

summary, discussion, and the conclusions.

2. Datasets, model, and methodology

a. Observational datasets

We usemonthly-mean global precipitation fields from

the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis

of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997). CMAP,

which merges observations from rain gauges and esti-

mates from several satellite-based algorithms (infrared

and microwave), covers the period 1979–2009. We also

use monthly-mean global SST fields from National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Ex-

tended Reconstructed SST (ERSST) V3b (Smith et al.

2008). This dataset was compiled based on the Inter-

national Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Data Set

(ICOADS) SST data and on the application of improved

statistical methods that allow for stable reconstruction

using sparse data. The period used in this study covers

from 1901 to 2000. Both the CMAP and NOAA SST

datasets are available online (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/

psd/), and we interpolated the fields in both datasets into

a 2.58 longitude by 2.08 latitude grid to match the hori-

zontal resolution of the AGCM.

b. Atmospheric model: UCLA AGCM

The UCLA AGCM has been used in many climate

studies (e.g., Xiao and Mechoso 2009a,b; Ma et al. 2010,

2011). The model’s parameterization of cumulus con-

vection, including its interaction with the planetary

boundary layer (PBL), follows the prognostic version of

Arakawa and Schubert (1974) (Pan and Randall 1998).

The parameterization of radiative processes is based on

Harshvardhan et al. (1987, 1989), and the parameteriza-

tion of PBL processes is based on the mixed-layer ap-

proach of Suarez et al. (1983), as revised by Li et al.

(2002). Surface heat fluxes are calculated following the

bulk formula proposed by Deardorff (1972) and mod-

ified by Suarez et al. (1983). The model also includes

the parameterizations of prognostic cloud liquid water

and ice (Köhler 1999; Ma et al. 2012) and the effects of

cumulus clouds on the radiation calculations. A more de-

tailed description of the model can be found in Arakawa

(2000), Mechoso et al. (2000), or online (at http://www.

atmos.ucla.edu/;mechoso/esm/agcm.html). In the pres-

ent study, we use AGCM version 7.1 with a horizontal

resolution of 2.58 latitude and 28 longitude and 29 layers
in the vertical. The distributions of greenhouse gases,

sea ice, and ocean surface albedo are all prescribed

corresponding to a monthly observed climatology. The

cyclically monthly varying SST fields for the AGCM
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experiments are from the climatology compiled by

Reynolds and Smith (1995).

c. Oceanic model: MIT GCM

The oceanic component of the CGCM is the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) GCM

(Marshall et al. 1997; http://mitgcm.org). In the model

configuration, the grid has 3603 224 horizontal grid cells.

Zonal grid spacing is 18 of longitude, and meridional grid

spacing is 0.38 of latitude within 6108 of the equator, in-

creasing to 18 latitude poleward of 308. There are 46 levels
in the vertical with thicknesses ranging from 10 m near

the surface to 400 m near the maximum depth of 5815 m.

Ocean regions north of 738N and south of 738S are not

represented in order to permit a 1-h integration time

step. The model employs the K-profile parameterization

(KPP) vertical mixing scheme of Large et al. (1994) and

the isopycnal mixing schemes of Redi (1982) and Gent

and McWilliams (1990) with surface tapering as per

Large et al. (1997). Laplacian diffusion and friction are

used except for horizontal friction, which is biharmonic.

Lateral boundary conditions are closed. No-slip bottom,

free-slip lateral, and free surface boundary conditions are

employed. Surface freshwater fluxes are applied as virtual

salt fluxes.

d. Land surface component in the UCLA AGCM

The UCLA AGCM currently offers two choices for

land surface component: one specifies most surface

conditions–processes and another presents interactive

land–atmosphere interactions. The key differences be-

tween the two schemes presenting the land–atmosphere

interactions include 1) the representation of surface al-

bedo and 2) the way the surface momentum, heat, and

water fluxes are calculated. The first one is a simple land

scheme (SLS). In SLS, the surface albedo is cyclically

varying monthly climatology obtained from satellite

remote sensing. For surface momentum and heat fluxes

in SLS, the calculation of bulk aerodynamic formulas of

latent and sensible heat fluxes are based on Suarez et al.

(1983). The formulations are the same over land and

over ocean. The efficiency factor b, which represents the

ratio of actual and potential evaporations, is prescribed

based on observational data, and the spatial adjustments

were conducted according to results in long-term in-

tegrations (i.e., ‘‘tuning,’’ no interactive soil moisture or

soil layers). This implies no memory (e.g., deep soil

moisture or temperature anomalies) from the land com-

ponent. Ground temperature (skin temperature) over

land is predicted from an energy balance of net surface

shortwave radiation, net surface longwave radiation,

sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes (no ground heat

flux).

As an alternative to the simple land scheme, the

AGCM incorporates the first generation of the Simpli-

fied Simple Biosphere Model (SSiB; Xue et al. 1991).

This SSiB version has three soil layers and one vegetation

layer. Soil moisture of the three soil layers, interception

water store for the canopy, deep soil temperature, ground

temperature, and canopy temperature are all predicted

based on thewater and energy balance at canopy and soil.

Three aerodynamic resistances control the heat and wa-

ter fluxes between the canopy layer air space and 1)

canopy leaves, 2) soil surface, and 3) the reference PBL

height. The resistance values are determined in terms

of vegetation properties, ground conditions, and bulk

Richardson number according to the Monin–Obukhov

similarity theory (Paulson 1970; Businger et al. 1971;

Deardorff 1972; Sellers et al. 1986;Xue et al. 1991, 1996a).

The surface albedo is calculated through a two-stream

radiative transfer scheme and has diurnal variations re-

presenting the change of net solar radiation in the canopy

layer due to vegetation properties. Several data sources

(Dorman and Sellers 1989; Xue et al. 1996b) have been

used to determine the vegetation types that specifymonthly

climatological land surface properties (e.g., leaf area in-

dex, green leaf fraction, and surface roughness length).

Over ocean, calculations of surfacemomentum, heat, and

water fluxes are the same in SLS and in SSiB.

Details of coupling processes betweenUCLAAGCM

and MIT OGCM or between UCLAAGCM and SSiB–

SLS are given in Cazes-Boezio et al. (2008), Xue et al.

(2010), and Ma et al. (2010), respectively. The atmo-

spheric initial conditions for AGCM and CGCM ex-

periments were taken from a previous, multiyear model

run starting from 1 October 1982. The oceanic initial

conditions for MIT GCM were taken from multiyear

model run of the experiments conducted in Cazes-Boezio

et al. (2008).

e. Experiments

We performed four CGCM and AGCM experiments

with selection of SLS and SSiB. The CGCMexperiments

are 120 years long and will be referred to as CGCM/SLS

and CGCM/SSiB. Although the oceanic GCM initial

condition is taken from a previous multiyear run, results

for the first 20 years are not included in the analysis. The

AGCMexperiments are 30 years long andwill be referred

to as AGCM/SLS and AGCM/SSiB.

3. Sensitivity of climate mean state and interannual
variability in the tropics

a. Annual-mean climatology

We start by giving a primary assessment of how

the performance of our CGCM compares to other
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contemporary models. Figures 1a–m show the annual-

mean precipitation by some of the 13 models partici-

pating in the ‘‘historical’’ experiment (twentieth-century

run) of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)

phase five of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Pro-

ject (CMIP5; see Table 1 for a list of models), whereas

Figs. 1n–p display the annual-mean precipitation from

CGCM/SLS, CGCM/SSiB, and the observational esti-

mates from CMAP, respectively. In reference to the

CMAP field, both CGCM/SLS and CGCM/SSiB and all

the selected WCRP CMIP5 CGCMs reproduce, with

different degrees of success, the main features of global

precipitation: intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ),

South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ), South Atlantic

convergence zone (SACZ), major continental monsoons,

and midlatitude storm tracks. There are, however, sig-

nificant errors as well as intermodel differences. All

simulations overestimate global-mean precipitation and

show a secondary, unrealistic ITCZ south of the equa-

torial Pacific, which is the well-known double-ITCZ

syndrome (e.g., Mechoso et al. 1995; Lin 2007). Several

models also show stronger precipitation over the central

Pacific Ocean and weaker Atlantic ITCZ over South

America and the western Atlantic. The performance of

both CGCM/SLS and CGCM/SSiB is clearly compara-

ble with that of other state-of-the-art CGCMs. CGCM/

SSiB, in particular, produces one of the most realistic

distributions of precipitation over the western Pacific,

especially in the warm pool and SPCZ regions, and it

also obtains a weaker double ITCZ. In view of the en-

couraging performance of our CGCM, we concentrate

next on the sensitivity of its simulated global climate to

the choice of parameterizations of land surface processes.

In the remainder of the paper, we refer to the differences

(CGCM/SSiB 2 CGCM/SLS) and (AGCM/SSiB 2
AGCM/SLS) as the CGCM and AGCM sensitivities,

respectively.

Figure 2 presents the CGCM and AGCM sensitivities

to land surface processes of annual-mean net fluxes of

shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible heat

flux, and latent heat flux at the surface. The values in the

areas with color are statistically significant at the 95%

confidence level according to a two-tailed t test (100

members for the CGCMand 30members for the AGCM

runs) based on the formulation presented inWilks (2006).

In our sign convention for model output, positive values

of net shortwave flux at the surface represent a net energy

sink for the atmosphere (gain for the ocean), while those

FIG. 1. Annual-mean precipitation (mm day21) (p) from CMAP and model simulations of UCLA (n) CGCM/SSiB and (o)

CGCM/SLS, as well as (remaining panels) historical experiments from WCRP CMIP5 multimodel datasets. See Table 1 for the list

of models.
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of net surface longwave, sensible, and latent heat fluxes

represent a net energy source for the atmosphere (sink

for the ocean). Tables 2 and 3 present global statistics

for the sensitivities in energy, water fluxes, and total

cloud cover.According to Fig. 2, the spatial patterns of the

CGCM and AGCM sensitivities tend to be similar over

land but different over the oceans, especially in the Pacific

(Table 4). The sensitivity of net surface shortwave radia-

tion (Fig. 2a) in theCGCMhas largermagnitudes over the

Pacific than in the AGCM, with opposite signs between

the western and southeastern tropical regions. The very

large values in the CGCM over the southeastern Pacific

are due to a reduction of stratocumulus in the simulation

with SSiB far away from the coast, where the simulation

with SLS show the stratocumulus cover extending too far

west. Such features are consistent withwarmer underlying

SST and weaker large-scale subsidence above cloud top

inCGCM/SSiB (as is shown in Figs. 3, 6). The sensitivities

of longwave radiation flux at the surface are positive over

the continents with both models, indicating higher land

skin temperatures in the simulations with SSiB than

in those with SLS. The increase in longwave radiation

flux over land with SSiB is;65%. Over the oceans, the

CGCM and AGCM sensitivities are weaker than over

land, with patterns that are similar except over the Indian

Ocean, where signs are opposite. The sensitivities of

sensible heat flux at the surface indicate that values of

this field in both CGCM/SSiB and AGCM/SSiB tend to

be generally higher over tropical land regions than in

CGCM/SLS and AGCM/SLS, respectively, and lower in

most desert and high-latitude lands. Although the sensi-

tivities in sensible heat flux at the surface tend to be nu-

merally smaller than those of other surface fluxes, the

percentage of absolute change in the individual fields is

TABLE 1. List of selected models, model resolutions, and their originating groups of the historical experiment (twentieth-century runs)

from the WCRP CMIP5 archives (for more detailed description of the models, see http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/index.html.

CMIP5 model

acronym CMIP5 model name Modeling group(s)

AGCM resolutions

(lon 3 lat, level)

BCC CSM1-1 Beijing Climate Center (BCC) CSM1-1 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological

Administration

128 3 64, L26

CGCM4 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and

Analysis (CCCma) Coupled General

Circulation Model version 4

Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and

Analysis

128 3 64, L35

CESM1-CAM5 Community Earth System Model version 1

Community Atmosphere Model version 5

National Center for Atmospheric Research 288 3 192, L30

CNRM-CM5 Centre National de Recherches

Météorologiques Coupled Global Climate

Model version 5

Centre National de Recherches

Meteorologiques/Centre Europeen de

Recherche et Formation Avancées en

Calcul Scientifique

256 3 128, L31

CSIRO Mk3–6-0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organisation Mark version 3–6-0

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organization in collaboration

with the Queensland Climate Change

Centre of Excellence

192 3 96, L18

GFDL CM3 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

Climate Model version 3

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 144 3 90, L48

GISS-E2-H Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Model E2-H

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute

for Space Studies

144 3 90, L29

HadGEM2-ES Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model

version 2-ES

Met Office Hadley Centre 192 3 145, L38

INM-CM4 Institute of Numerical Mathematics Coupled

Model version 4

Institute for Numerical Mathematics 180 3 120, L21

IPSL CM5A-LR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled

Model version 5A (low resolution)

L’Institut Pierre Simon Laplace 96 3 96, L39

MIROC5 Model for Interdisciplinary Research on

Climate 5

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute

(University of Tokyo), National Institute

for Environmental Studies, and Japan

Agency for Marine-Earth Science and

Technology

256 3 128, L40

MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute Earth System Model

(low resolution)

Max Planck Institute 192 3 96, L47

MRI CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute Coupled

General Circulation Model version 3

Meteorological Research Institute 320 3 160, L35
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very significant according to Tables 2 and 3. Over the

oceans, the sensitivity of longwave radiation and sensible

heat flux in both the CGCM and AGCM are rather fea-

tureless. The sensitivity of latent heat flux at the surface is

generally negative over land in both models, indicating

weaker evaporation in the simulations with SSiB than in

those with SLS. The reduction in evaporation over land

with SSiB is ;45%.

Figure 3 presents the CGCM and AGCM sensitivities

to land surface processes of annual-mean precipitation,

cloud cover, and SST (the latter for the CGCM only). In

both CGCM/SSiB and AGCM/SSiB, precipitation is

reduced by;34% over land in reference to CGCM/SLS

and AGCM/SLS, respectively (Tables 2, 3). Over the

oceans, the most outstanding feature is in the CGCM

results, which shows precipitation, cloud cover, and SST

significantly higher with SSiB over the central and

western equatorial Pacific along the ITCZ and the SPCZ

(Table 4). Also, precipitation and clouds with SSiB is

significantly decreased in the southern and northern

FIG. 2. Differences of annual-mean (a) net shortwave flux at surface (W m22), (c) net longwave flux at surface

(W m22), (e) surface sensible heat flux (W m22), and (g) surface latent heat flux (W m22) between CGCM/SSiB and

CGCM/SLS (CGCM sensitivity; SSiB2 SLS). Also shown here are the differences of annual-mean (b) net shortwave

flux at surface (W m22), (d) net longwave flux at surface (W m22), (f) surface sensible heat flux (W m22), and

(h) surface latent heat flux (W m22) between AGCM/SSiB and AGCM/SLS (AGCM sensitivity; SSiB 2 SLS).

Values where differences are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are color shaded.
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parts of the ocean, which is associated with colder SSTs.

This feature indicates the strong association among SST,

convection, and clouds. The sensitivity in precipitation is

also clearly associated with that in shortwave radiation

(Fig. 2a), as less clouds allow more solar radiation to

penetrate, which affects the net radiation at surface and

leads to increased latent heat flux (Fig. 2g).

The sensitivity of SST in the CGCM over the Pacific

also shows a clear large-scale pattern where two feature

stand out with SSiB. First, the entire tropical region is

warmer, with higher values in the eastern part of the

basin; this is consistent with a decrease in the longitudinal

SST gradient. Second, the northwest Pacific becomes

significant colder. Taken together, these features are

consistent with a decrease in the intensity of the North

Pacific high and gyre (shown in Fig. 6), which affects the

advection of ocean temperature and coastal upwelling.

The Atlantic Ocean also shows those two features albeit

with modest amplitudes; the Indian Ocean becomes

slightly warmer. The different sensitivity between the

CGCM and AGCM simulations suggests that ocean–

atmosphere coupling can significantly affect the impact

of different land surface processes on precipitation,

cloud cover, and other fields (Table 4), which also have

substantial impact on the SST. On the other hand, feed-

back processes over the equatorial ocean regions in the

AGCM are hampered because SSTs are prescribed.

It is well known that changes in the surface heat fluxes

over land resulting from the use of different land surface

schemes can significantly affect the intensity of deep

convection (e.g., Betts et al. 1996; Xue et al. 2010; Ma

et al. 2010). Deep convection over tropical and sub-

tropical lands is less intense in the simulation with SSiB

(Tables 2, 3) mainly because of a more stable atmo-

sphere. Smaller values of convective available potential

energy (CAPE) result from the higher surface sensible

and lower latent heat fluxes at the surface (larger Bo-

wen ratios), which result in a deeper and dryer PBL (not

shown here). Figure 4 shows the annual- and zonal-mean

profiles of diabatic heating over land (heating at the

lowest model level corresponding to the PBL is not

shown in Fig. 4). The heating associated with cumulus

convection ( _QCum), large-scale condensation ( _QLS), and

radiative heating ( _QRad; both shortwave and longwave),

all contribute to total diabatic heating (K day21) above

PBL,

_QT 5 _QCum 1 _QLS1
_QRad: (1)

The vertical structures of _QT in CGCM/SSiB and

CGCM/SLS have similar patterns, but the values have

different magnitudes. The simulation with SSiB shows

TABLE 2. Percentage of absolute change in the annual-mean total

precipitation, cumulus precipitation, stratiform precipitation, total

cloud cover, net surface shortwave flux, net surface longwave flux,

surface sensible heat, and surface latent heat between the CGCM/

SSiB and CGCM/SLS experiments averaged over the globe, global

ocean, and global land. The percentage of absolute change is de-

fined as 100%3 jVARCGCM=SSiB 2VARCGCM=SLSj/jVARCGCM=SLSj,
where VAR is the individual variable listed in the left column.

% of change variables

Global

mean

Global

land mean

Global

oceanmean

Total precipitation 23.97 34.17 20.79

Cumulus precipitation 42.16 63.33 35.40

Stratiform precipitation 20.49 27.87 18.19

Total cloud cover 8.96 10.62 8.55

Net surface shortwave flux 6.24 9.12 5.33

Net surface longwave flux 28.01 76.86 8.81

Surface sensible heat flux 82.82 95.03 53.55

Surface latent heat flux 15.24 45.93 7.51

TABLE 3.As inTable 2, but between theAGCM/SSiBandAGCM/

SLS experiments The percentage of absolute change is defined

as 100%3 jVARAGCM=SSiB 2VARAGCM=SLSj/jVARAGCM=SLSj.

% of change variables

Global

mean

Global

land mean

Global

ocean mean

Total precipitation 18.57 34.65 12.36

Cumulus precipitation 40.90 74.36 25.58

Stratiform precipitation 25.29 39.73 20.63

Total cloud cover 6.93 8.96 6.25

Net surface shortwave flux 5.16 9.86 3.67

Net surface longwave flux 21.47 64.78 5.38

Surface sensible heat flux 74.98 86.09 46.85

Surface latent heat flux 15.20 45.85 6.76

TABLE 4. As in Tables 2 and 3, but for the tropical Pacific Ocean (308S–308N, 1208E–708W).

% of change variables 100%3
jVARCGCM=SSiB 2VARCGCM=SLSj

jVARCGCM=SLSj
100%3

jVARAGCM=SSiB 2VARAGCM=SLSj
jVARAGCM=SLSj

Total precipitation 33.53 13.06

Cumulus precipitation 48.21 26.39

Stratiform precipitation 26.06 42.64

Total cloud cover 13.93 8.37

Net surface shortwave flux 8.29 3.98

Net surface longwave flux 12.25 6.21

Surface latent heat flux 8.56 5.48
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weaker heating (cooling) in the tropics (polar regions)

by about ;0.3 K day21. In the tropical and subtropical

continents, the heating profiles associated with both

cumulus convection and large-scale condensation show

significant sensitivities. The cumulus convection is much

weaker in CGCM/SSiB, which suggests less CAPE, while

the large-scale condensation is stronger in the tropics and

weaker in the subtropics, which tends to be opposite to

that of cumulus convection. In the tropics, the large-scale

heating shows an intense center in the lower troposphere

(700 hPa). Radiative cooling in CGCM/SSiB is less in-

tense in the lower troposphere in the tropics and sub-

tropics, as well as in the midtroposphere over the polar

regions. This characteristic of land–atmosphere inter-

actions has also been found in Xue (1997), indicating the

dominant process in the land–atmosphere interactions is

the hydrological cycle, although the radiative process

may trigger the feedback process.

In view of the significant sensitivity in the atmospheric

heating, it is not surprising to find strong sensitivities

in the general circulation (e.g., Gill 1980; Rodwell

and Hoskins 2001). For both the CGCM and AGCM

simulations, Fig. 5 displays the annual-mean divergent

winds and velocity potential in the upper troposphere

(150 hPa). According to Fig. 5, there is a center of large-

scale divergence–rising motion over the western Pacific–

Maritime Continent in all cases. The center is weaker in

theAGCMand too far west compared to the observation

in CGCM/SLS (Fig. 5d), in which the equatorial cold

tongue is too strong and extends too far west (Fig. 1o).

The regions of upper-level convergence–sinking motion

with SSiB and with SLS show an interesting difference.

The two simulations with SSiB (Figs. 5a,c) depict a major

center of convergence over the Namibian coast and

Africa continent (Sahara Desert). The simulations with

SLS, by contrast, depict different patterns. AGCM/SLS

(Fig. 5b) has centers of convergence along the eastern

Pacific and subtropical Atlantic, while CGCM/SLS shows

(Fig. 5d) convergence over the entire tropical and sub-

tropical South America. The simulations with SSiB are

also closer to observations (not shown here).

Figure 6 presents the annual-mean velocity and

streamfunction in the lower troposphere (850 hPa).

In the AGCM simulations (Figs. 6a,b), the low-level

FIG. 3. Differences of annual-mean (a) precipitation (mm day21), (c) cloud cover (%), and (e) sea surface tem-

perature (8C) between CGCM/SSiB and CGCM/SLS (CGCM sensitivity; SSiB 2 SLS). Also shown here are the

differences of annual-mean (b) precipitation (mm day21) and (d) cloud cover (%), between AGCM/SSiB and

AGCM/SLS (AGCM sensitivity; SSiB 2 SLS). Values where differences are statistically significant at the 95%

confidence level are color shaded.
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circulations are very similar over the oceans, as is ex-

pected since the underlying SST is identical. The CGCM

simulations (Figs. 6c,d) produce different SSTs distri-

butions. The equatorial easterly trades are weaker over

the western Pacific in CGCM/SSiB by ;20%, and the

equatorial SST is also warmer (Fig. 3e) partly because

of the weaker equatorial upwelling (weaker trades and

surface wind stress). There are also significant changes

FIG. 4. Zonal mean of the annual-mean (a),(e) total diabatic heating; (b),(f) cumulus heating; (c),(g) large-scale heating;

and (d),(h) radiative heating from (left) CGCM/SLS and (right) CGCM/SSiB. The contour interval is 0.3 K day21.
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in the subtropical highs, which are less zonal in CGCM/

SSiB than inCGCM/SLS, especially in the Pacific. Taking

together the changes in the upper (Fig. 5) and lower

(Fig. 6) troposphere, simulations with SSiB show weaker

Hadley (weaker subtropical highs) and Walker circula-

tions (weaker trade winds). Also, the weaker south Pacific

high (less subsidence) and warmer SST are consistent

with the reduced stratocumulus over the southeast Pacific

(Fig. 3c).

The surface wind stress is also strongly sensitive to the

representation of land surface processes (Fig. 7) as it is

closely linked to the low-level circulation. This sensi-

tivity is larger in the CGCM experiments as the SSTs

also changed, especially over the Pacific. Over the

equatorial part of this ocean, easterly and southeasterly

trades are weaker in CGCM/SSiB than in CGCM/SLS.

The weaker trades in CGCM/SSiB result in a reduction

of the excessive westward extension of the equatorial

cold tongue in CGCM/SLS (Figs. 3e), and therefore the

double-ITCZ bias is alleviated with SSiB (Fig. 3c).

Since surface wind stress is sensitive to the represen-

tation of land surface processes, the upper-ocean wind-

driven currents must be sensitive too. Figure 8 displays

north–south vertical cross sections of the zonal-mean

speed in the upper ocean from CGCM/SSiB and their

sensitivity for the three tropical basins. In the tropical

Pacific, the mean field in CGCM/SSiB clearly shows the

surface equatorial current, equatorial undercurrent, and

north equatorial countercurrent. The sensitivity pattern

in this ocean is rather complex, including a weakening of

the undercurrent speed at deeper levels and a strength-

ening at upper levels. This feature reflects a shallower

and weaker undercurrent (shown in Fig. 10). The north

equatorial counter current also weakens with SSiB. In the

Atlantic basin, the sensitivity consists of an intensification

of the mean pattern. In the Indian basin, the sensitivity is

very weak.

The results in Fig. 8 suggest that, at least in the Pacific,

the CGCM/SSiB produces a more realistic simulation of

the upper ocean. This impression is confirmed in Fig. 9,

which presents the deviation of the annual-mean SST

from the zonalmean along the equator in bothPacific and

Atlantic basins from both observations and simulations.

The zonal SST gradient shown in Fig. 9 is closely associ-

ated with the surface wind speed intensity along the

equator (e.g., Lindzen and Nigam 1987). Together with

the deep convection in the western Pacific, this zonal SST

gradient drives the equatorial easterlies, which are in-

tegral part of the Walker circulation (Gill 1980). In the

observation, the SST shows a strong zonal gradient be-

tween 1608E and 1208W in the Pacific basin and between

458 and 58W in the Atlantic basin, with warm pools in the

FIG. 5. Annual mean of divergent winds (m s21; arrows) and velocity potential (m2 s21; color shades and contours) at 150 hPa from

(a) AGCM/SSiB, (b) AGCM/SLS, (c) CGCM/SSiB, and (d) CGCM/SLS.
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west and equatorial cold tongues in the east. Starting

in the equatorial Pacific, both CGCM simulations show

zonal SST gradients that are similar to the observation

in the central part of the basin. CGCM/SLS produces

an unrealistically strong SST gradient over the western

Pacific warm pool, which is consistent with the stronger

equatorial easterly trades and over extended cold tongue.

In the eastern Pacific, the simulated SSTs are too warm,

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for velocity and streamfunction at 850 hPa.

FIG. 7. Differences of annual-mean (a) surface zonal wind stress (N m21) and (c) surface meridional wind stress

(N m21) between CGCM/SSiB and CGCM/SLS (CGCM sensitivity; SSiB2 SLS). (b),(d) As in (a),(c), but between

AGCM/SSiB andAGCM/SLS (AGCMsensitivity; SSiB2 SLS).Valueswhere differences are statistically significant

at the 95% confidence level are color shaded.
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as the model fails to capture the coastal upwelling and

low-level clouds. Overall, the simulation with SSiB is

more successful than the one with SLS. The situations are

very different from the observation in the equatorial

Atlantic, where the zonal SST gradient in the two CGCM

has a different sign than in the observation in most of the

basin. Such an unrealistic feature is common to most

GCM simulations in the CMIP3 (Lin 2007; Richter and

Xie 2008) or CMIP5 archives. The reasons for the com-

paratively poorer performance of CGCMs in theAtlantic

are still unclear at the present time.

Figure 10 gives a view of the upper-ocean structure

(temperature and zonal current speed) along the equatorial

Pacific (28S–28N) simulated by CGCM/SLS and CGCM/

SSiB. In the observation (not shown), the thermocline is

deeper in thewestern Pacific and shallower in the east, with

a slope that balances the easterly wind stress along the

equator. Both simulations capture this configuration of the

mixed layer and thermocline. Compared to CGCM/SLS,

the thermocline depth in CGCM/SSiB is shallower in

the west between 1208E and 1808 and deeper in the east

between 1208 and 808W.The reduced tilt is consistent with

the weakened surface easterly wind stress, zonal current

speed, and the warming in the SST along the equator, as

well as the weaker and shallower core of the equatorial

under current (also indicated in Fig. 8). The deepening of

the thermocline in the eastern Pacific in the CGCM/SSiB

also suggests a weakening of equatorial upwelling con-

sistent with the eastern equatorial Pacific warming.

b. Seasonal cycle and interannual variability
of tropical SST

The previous subsections demonstrate that land sur-

face processes affect the CGCM simulation of the

annual-mean climate in the tropical ocean basins. In

this subsection we concentrate on the equatorial Pacific

and show that the seasonal cycle and interannual vari-

ability of SST are also affected. Figure 11 displays the

FIG. 8. (top) Annual-mean profiles of oceanic zonal-mean current speed (cm s21) averaged over (a) Indian basin (408–1108E),
(b) Pacific basin (1208E–808W), and (c) Atlantic basin (808W–308E) from CGCM/SSiB. (bottom) Also shown here are the differences of

the annual mean of zonal-mean current speed (cm s21) between CGCM/SSiB and CGCM/SLS (SSiB2 SLS). Values where differences

are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are color shaded.
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deviations from the annual mean of the monthly-mean

SSTs along the equatorial Pacific (28S–28N). The obser-

vation shows strong east–west asymmetry, with a domi-

nance of the semiannual harmonic in the west and of the

annual harmonic in the east. In this part of the ocean, the

warm phase is in the first half of the year peaking in

March, and the cold phase is in the second half of the year

peaking in September at about 1008W.Thewarmphase is

stronger than the cold phase, and the two phases exhibit

a clear westward propagation. The seasonal cycle of

SSTs is better simulated in CGCM/SSiB with superior

amplitude and phases in the eastern Pacific and better

westward propagation characteristics comparing to

CGCM/SLS. The peak months of warm and cold phases

of CGCM/SLS (Fig. 11d) show a 2- and 3-month delay

compared to the observation, respectively.

The leading mode of interannual variability in the

tropical Pacific is ENSO. ENSO events tend to reach

their maximum SST anomalies toward the end of the

calendar year (e.g., Xiao and Mechoso 2009a,b). The

occurrence of such a locking agrees with the seasonal

variations in ocean–atmosphere coupling strength (e.g.,

Philander et al. 1984; Philander 1985). Figure 12 shows

the seasonal variance of the Niño-3 indices from the

observation (NOAA ERSST) and the two CGCM sim-

ulations. The NOAA ERSST shows large variances to-

ward the end of the calendar year. This feature is missed

by CGCM/SLS, in which larger variances are in the

northern summer. The feature is captured by CGCM/

SSiB, albeit with too high variance values during the

northern winter. The more realistic seasonal variance

in SST obtained in CGCM/SSiB in the equatorial Pacific

is consistent with the better seasonal cycle and inter-

annual variability (e.g., Mechoso et al. 2003).

Several hypotheses on the reasons for the seasonal phase

locking have been proposed and tested in intermediate-

complexity models (e.g., Tziperman et al. 1997, 1998;

Neelin et al. 2000) or CGCM studies (e.g., Xiao and

Mechoso 2009a,b). Xiao and Mechoso (2009a,b) sup-

port the validity of two proposed mechanisms for such

a phase lock: 1) the seasonal warming of the cold

tongue early in the calendar year (January–April) fa-

vors the initial growth of an event, and 2) the warm

surface waters returning in the western basin from the

FIG. 9. Annual-mean SST deviation (8C) from the zonal mean for

the (a) Pacific basin and (b) Atlantic basin, averaged along the

equator over 28S–28N from Reynolds SST (solid curve), CGCM/

SLS (dashed curve), andCGCM/SSiB (dotted curve). Shaded areas

are their standard deviations.

FIG. 10. Annual-mean temperature profiles (8C; contours) and
zonal current speed (cm s21; shaded) for the Pacific basin averaged

over 28S–28N from (a) CGCM/SLS and (b) CGCM/SSiB. The

contour interval is 18C.
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Northern Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere to-

ward the end of the calendar year (November–January)

favor the demise of ongoing events. Both CGCM ex-

periments show the seasonal warming of the eastern

equatorial Pacific cold tongue early in the calendar year

(not shown here). The conditions for the second mecha-

nism to act, however, are only present in CGCM/SSiB.

Figure 13 shows the seasonal migration of warm surface

waters indicated by SST deviation in reference to the

domain annual mean (158S–158N, 1508E–1708W), as well

as convergence zones indicated by precipitation. Ac-

cording to the observation, warm SST anomalies propa-

gate southward across the equator beginning at around

September–February. Displacements in strong convec-

tion also follow the propagation of warm SST anomalies.

Such a feature is captured by CGCM/SSiB and missed by

CGCM/SLS. The reason for no southward migration in

CGCM/SLS is the too strong equatorial cold tongue all

year round as indicated by cold SST anomalies and little

precipitation between 658. As shown in Fig. 7, in the

CGCM/SSiB the equatorial easterly trades are weaker,

resulting in a warmer and more realistic climate mean

state in zonal SST gradient and thermocline structure

along the equator. A better warm pool–cold tongue

structure also favors the work of coupled feedback

processes, in such a way that the equatorial seasonal

cycle of SST is improved (Fig. 11). The better westward

propagation of warm anomalies over the central and

FIG. 11. Seasonal cycle of equatorial SST (8C; 28S–28N) in terms of deviations from the annual mean for the Pacific

Basin from (a) Reynolds SST, (b) CGCM/SLS, and (c) CGCM/SSiB. (d)The seasonal cycles of SST deviations

averaged over (28–28S, 1308–808W).

FIG. 12. Seasonal variance of the Niño-3 indices from NOAA

ERSST, CGCM/SLS, and CGCM/SSiB. The analysis period for

NOAA ERSST covers from 1901 to 2000, and the period for

CGCM/SLS and CGCM/SSiB is from 100-year-long simulations.
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western Pacific could also be another reason for the

better ENSO phase locking as the propagation of warm

anomalies during the second half of the calendar year

over the central Pacific. In CGCM/SLS, there is no

westward propagation over the date line, and the cold

anomalies disfavor an ongoing El Niño event. There-

fore, the SST variance is largest in August and starts to

decay afterward.

Figure 14 shows the power spectrum of Niño-3 indices

from NOAA ERSST, CGCM/SLS, and CGCM/SSiB.

The spectrumanalysiswas performedusing theMATLAB

software with FFT spectrum function and the window

width set to 512 (with a total 1200 monthly-mean SST

fields for both observation and simulations). The

NOAAERSST shows twomajor significant (above 95%

level of significance) peaks at around 6 and 4 yr on in-

terannual time scales. The CGCM/SLS shows a domi-

nant peak at around 8 yr and another weaker peak at

around 3 yr. The CGCM/SSiB shows twomajor peaks at

around 7 and 4 yr, which are very close to the NOAA

ERSST in terms of frequency and power.

c. The indirect effect of land surface processes due
to ocean–atmosphere interactions

The results from the above subsections show that

ocean–atmosphere interactions contribute to the sensi-

tivity of simulated global climate to the representation

of land surface processes. To quantify such an indirect

effect, we introduce a parameter GI defined in the fol-

lowing way:

GI [
100jdC 2 dAj

max
x,y

(jdC 2 dAj)
, (2)

where dC and dA are the CGCMandAGCM sensitivities

(SSiB minus SLS) of a physical quantity, respectively.

Larger values of GI , therefore, indicate strong feedbacks

from the oceanic perturbations.

Figure 15 displays the distributions of GI for surface

air temperature, precipitation, and total cloud cover.

Figure 15 also indicates the maximum value of jdC 2 dAj
for each field. All these three fields show very large

values of GI over ocean especially over the Pacific since

SSTs are active in the coupled runs. Interestingly, the

generally nonzero values of GI over land indicates the

indirect effect of land surface processes from the remote

impact of the oceanic perturbations originated from the

direct impact of land–atmosphere interactions.

FIG. 13. Seasonal migration of warm surface waters indicated by

SST deviation in reference to the domain annual average (8C; con-
tours) and of convergence zones indicated by precipitation (mm

day21; shading), in the western basin (averaged between 1508E and

1708W) from (a) CMAP precipitation and NOAA ERSST, (b)

CGCM/SSiB, and (c) CGCM/SLS.

FIG. 14. Power spectra of theNiño-3 index (black curves) from (a)NOAAERSST for the period of 1901–2000 and from (b) CGCM/SLS

and (c) CGCM/SSiB for 100-year-long simulations. Also shown in (a)–(c) are the red-noise spectra (gray curves) and their 95% level of

significance (dashed gray curves) based on the lag-1 autocorrelation.
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For surface air temperature (Fig. 15a), the indirect

effect almost affects the entire globe as indicated by

large values of GI . The largest signals are over the eastern

Pacific extending toward the western Pacific warm pool

and the northern and southern oceans. These larger

values are mainly connected to the sensitivity of surface

wind stress, cloud cover, and associated sensitivities in

mean zonal SST gradient.Over land, large values ofGI on

the average of 30%–60% (1.44–2.89 K) are also present

in northern South America, southern and southeastern

Asia, northern Eurasia, eastern and southern United

States, tropical Africa, and part of Antarctica.

For the indirect effect on precipitation (Fig. 15b), we

find region of largest sensitivity to be over the tropical

Pacific, especially over the western Pacific warm pool

and SPCZ. This is closely linked to the sensitivity in

SSTs. Large indirect effect of precipitation is also found

over the ITCZs in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The

values of GI in precipitation over land are generally

smaller compared to those in surface air temperature.

Nevertheless, we still find GI to be ;(10%–40%) (0.71–

2.84 mm day21) over tropical South America, tropical

Africa, central and eastern United States, Australia,

and the Maritime Continent. For the indirect effect of

total cloud cover (Fig. 15c), the larger values of GI are

over the tropical oceans in association to changes in

convection, except for the large values over the eastern

Pacific Ocean associated with the sensitivity of stratocu-

mulus clouds. There are large values over the northern

and southern Pacific associated with variations in the

storm tracks.

The fields we presented here show large indirect ef-

fect over both ocean and land. This suggests that ocean–

atmosphere interactions further modified the direct

impact of land surface processes on the global-mean

climate. The effect also impacts regions over the so-called

hot spots [;(1–3) mm day21 in precipitation]. The

magnitude of such indirect effect is therefore strong

enough to suggest that comprehensive studies on the

importance of land surface processes on the global

climate have to be made in a system that allows for

atmosphere–ocean interactions.

4. Summary and conclusions

We have examined the sensitivity of global climate

and its variability to land surface processes in a coupled

ocean–atmosphere system. The emphasis was on the in-

teractive soil moisture and vegetation biophysical pro-

cesses. Our approach was based on simulations by the

UCLA AGCM either uncoupled (i.e., with prescribed

SSTs) or coupled to the MIT OGCM. Two configura-

tions of land surface schemes in the AGCM were con-

sidered: 1) a simple representation of land surface

processes (SLS), which specifies albedo and soil moisture

availability, and 2) the Simplified Simple Biosphere

Model (SSiB), which allows for interactive soil moisture

and vegetation biophysical processes. In the AGCM, the

atmospheric composition (CO2 and other trace gases)

remained constant throughout the experiments. Here, we

defined the sensitivity as the differences of annual-mean

state between SSiB and SLS fields (SSiB minus SLS).

Several observational datasets are also employed to as-

sess the extent to which results are realistic.

Our results frombothAGCMandCGCM simulations

demonstrate significant atmospheric sensitivity in the

annual means of surface air temperature, precipitation,

clouds, and large-scale circulation over both land and

ocean. Over the oceans, the CGCM sensitivities are

more significant than AGCM, especially in the Pacific

FIG. 15. Indirect effect of land surface processes on annual-mean

(a) surface air temperature, (b) precipitation, and (c) total cloud

cover calculated from the experiments of CGCM/SSiB, CGCM/

SLS, AGCM/SSiB, and AGCM/SLS based on Eq. (2):

GI [ 100jdC 2 dAj/maxx,y(jdC 2 dAj). See the text for more infor-

mation. Regions where differences are statistically significant at the

95% confidence level are color shaded.
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basin since the SST is prescribed in the AGCM simula-

tions and the ocean–atmosphere interactions are ham-

pered. The sensitivity also extends to the oceanic mean

state in the coupled runs. The annual means of wind

driven currents, zonal SST gradient, and thermocline

structures along the equatorial Pacific are also changed

and more realistic in the CGCM simulations with SSiB.

In addition to oceanic mean state, land surface pro-

cesses also have a significant influence on the seasonal

cycle and interannual variability of SSTs in the eastern

equatorial Pacific. The seasonal cycle of SST has more

realistic amplitudes and phase in the eastern Pacific and

westward propagation characteristics in the coupled

simulations with SSiB. The sensitivity also extends to

ENSO frequency, magnitude, and peak timing in the

annual cycle. The improvement of seasonal cycle and

interannual variability of SSTs in the simulations with

SSiB is likely due to a better tropical Pacific mean state

modified by a better equatorial easterly trades, which

favors the strong ocean–atmosphere coupled feedbacks

over the equatorial Pacific. Based on our analyses, we

further concluded that the weaker but more realistic east-

erly trades in the equatorial Pacificmodified by the weaker

convection over tropical land due to larger Bowen ratios

are the key mechanisms to the sensitivities in the oceanic

mean state, seasonal cycles, and interannual variability.

Our results further demonstrated that the oceanic

perturbations due to land surface processes through

ocean–atmosphere interactions can also feed back to the

simulated global climate. To identify such an ‘‘indirect

effect’’ of land surface processes, we introduce a non-

dimensional sensitivity parameter [GI ; Eq. (2)]. We

computed and discussed the values of this parameter for

surface air temperature, precipitation, and total cloud

cover. All these three fields show very large values of GI

over ocean since SSTs are active in the coupled runs, and

the sensitivity is generally small in the uncoupled runs.

Most importantly, the generally nonzero values of GI

over land on the average of 10%–60% (1.44–2.89 K for

surface air temperature and 0.71–2.84 mm day21 for

precipitation) indicates the indirect effect of land sur-

face process from the remote impact of the oceanic

perturbations originated from the direct impact of

land–atmosphere interactions. This suggests that ocean–

atmosphere interactions further modified the direct

impact of land surface processes on the global-mean

climate. The effect also impacts regions over the so-

called hot spots [;(1–3 mm) day21 in precipitation].

The magnitude of such an indirect effect is therefore

strong enough to suggest that comprehensive studies

on the importance of land surface processes on the

global climate have to be made in a system that allows

for atmosphere–ocean interactions.

We obtained amore realistic tropical climate with SSiB

including a reduced double-ITCZ bias, better warm pool

and cold tongue structure, more realistic seasonal cycles

of SST in phases and amplitude, and better ENSO fre-

quency and phase. Interestingly, little change or improve-

ment was obtained over the Atlantic basin, including the

subtropical highs, Namibian stratocumulus, and zonal

SST gradient along the equator. Different from the re-

sults in Pacific, the CGCM and AGCM sensitivities over

the Atlantic are generally similar (Fig. 2). Richter et al.

(2012) using a CGCM suggested that either stronger

convection in tropical South America or weaker convec-

tion in tropical Africa due to changes in the land surface

conditions can result in stronger equatorial easterly

trades in the Atlantic, which enhances equatorial up-

welling and reduces the warm SST biases. In our case,

convection in both tropical regions is weaker and there-

fore changes in the Atlantic equatorial trades and zonal

SST gradients are not significant. The SST biases in the

tropicalAtlantic aswell as biased high precipitation south

of equator over the eastern Pacific (the double-ITCZ is-

sue) might affect the sensitivity of our simulations (e.g.,

section 3c). Further experiments with different CGCMs

may be necessary to obtain robust sensitivity.

Last, as indicated by changes of vertical heating profiles

and large sensitivity of total cloud fraction, the three-

dimensional cloud structure associated with the changes

in convection and low clouds due to land surface pro-

cesses also suggests large uncertainty in determining the

cloud feedback in the future projections of climate under

global warming scenario, as well as uncertainties in the

interannual and decadal predictions.
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